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Abstract—This work investigates light emission from sili-
con with embedded Sn nanocrystals. The composition of the
nanocrystals is determined to be pure Sn by atom probe tomog-
raphy, and the light emission is strongest when the nanocrystal
structure is closest to the host Si lattice diamond structure.

Index Terms—Sn, nanocrystals, photoluminescence, atom
probe tomography

I. INTRODUCTION

Lately, light emission from combinations of group-IV ele-
ments has attracted special attention [1]. The available parame-
ter space is large since the various group-IV elements can form
epitaxial films in various combinations. This leads to band
structures tuneable by varying the material composition and
strain in the samples. Especially, GeSn alloys have recieved
new attention since lasing was demonstrated in a waveguide
structure [2]. Aside from the GeSn alloys, luminescence has
also been observed from SiSn films, in form of a broad-band
luminescence peak at 0.77 eV [3].

As an alternative to layers of group-IV elements or alloys,
one may also investigate zero-dimensional structures such as
nanocrystals. Even in the case of an indirect-band-gap material
light emission would be possible due to the break-down of
the momentum-conservation rule as a result of confinement
[4], which is relevant in the cases of Si, Ge, and alloys
containing these elements. But most importantly, the size
control of nanocrystals can enable the tuning of the emission
energy, making nanocrystals embedded in silicon an inter-
esting candidate for future photonic devices. Nanostructured

Fig. 1. STEM image of SiSnC layer annealed at 800 ◦C. Inset show high-
resolution STEM image of a nanocrystal.

silicon, in the form of porous Si or Si nanocrystals embedded
in SiO2, has been studied extensively, and the case of Ge
nano-islands embedded in Si has also received considerable
attention in the past. However, only limited investigations
of Sn-nanocrystals have been published. Nonetheless, α-Sn,
the diamond-structured allotrope of tin, is a direct-band-gap
material in bulk form, and the optical transition is predicted
to remain strong in the nanocrystal regime [5]. This makes Sn-
nanocrystals, the topic of the present work, a very interesting
candidate as a light emitter embedded in silicon.

The size of the nanocrystals can be determined by scanning
transmission electron microscopy (STEM), however, one has
to be careful since the final image is a convolution between
the object and the electron probe size, potentially leading to
mis-judgement of the particle size. Another method of size
determination is atom probe tomography (APT). APT provides
three dimensional mapping and the chemical nature of the
atoms in the sample allowing for determination of the size
and composition of individual nanocrystals.

In the present work we observe light emission around 0.85
eV from samples containing Sn-nanocrystals. APT suggests
that the nanocrystals are pure Sn. The emission strength is
greatly enhanced when the nanocrystals are formed in the
diamond-structured phase. The nature of the light emission
is discussed.

Fig. 2. Time-integrated (0 ≤ t ≤ 600µs) PL spectra (please note the log scale
on the vertical axis), obtained from samples annealed at different temperatures
and excited by a pump fluence of ≈ 8 · 10−6 J/cm2 at a sample temperature
of 16 K.



II. EXPERIMENTAL AND RESULTS

A detailed description of the sample preparation is given
in [6]. In short the Sn-nanocrystal samples were prepared by
molecular-beam epitaxy, where a composite layer with ratios
of 1.6 % Sn and 0.04 % C where co-deposited with Si. Post-
growth annealing was carried out in an N2 atmosphere at
temperatures varying from 650 ◦C to 900 ◦C for 20 min. in
order to form the nanocrystals. From scanning transmission
electron microscopy measurements it is know that annealing
in that temperature range results in Sn-nanocrystal formation
[6], as exemplified in Fig. 1.

For photoluminescence (PL) spectroscopy measurements,
the samples were excited by a short laser pulse of 100 fs
duration and wavelength of 400 nm (excitation energy 3.1
eV). The measurements were performed at low temperature
(T = 16 K). Fig. 2 shows the PL spectrum for various
annealing temperatures and for the as-grown (ASG) sample.
A remarkably strong and rather broad luminescence feature
is observed around 0.82 eV from the sample annealed at
725 ◦C. The center emission energy differs for the different
annealing temperatures and even though part of the spectra
extends below the detection limit of 0.76 eV, it is evident that
the most luminescent sample is the one annealed at 725 ◦C.
We observe this luminescence peak from low temperatures up
to roughly 150 K. The crystal structure of the Sn-nanocrystals
was investigated by Rutherford backscattering spectrometry
using He ions. Comparing the yield of back-scattered ions
under random incidence angles and under channeling condi-
tions it is possible to extract the fraction of substitutional Sn
atoms, i.e., atoms located on lattice sites corresponding to the
diamond-structured host Si lattice (for more details, see [6]).
This fraction is shown in Fig. 3, and we clearly observe that
the enhanced light emission for the sample annealed at 725 ◦C
correlates with the crystal structure of Sn atoms to be closest
to the diamond structure, or in other words, the nanocrystals
must be in the α-Sn phase.

Investigation of the chemical composition was carried out
by laser-assisted three-dimensional APT, for experimental
details see [7]. This technique is able to provide a spatial
chemical map at the atomic scale used to determine the
Sn concentration in the nanocrystals. APT results on the
sample annealed at 800 ◦C are displayed in Fig. 4, showing
a 30 × 30 × 20 nm3 chemical map from the composite layer
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Fig. 3. Fraction of substitutional Sn atoms in relative to the Si matrix as a
function of annealing temperature. The blue marks the sample annealed at
725 ◦C where the crystal structure of Sn atoms is closest to the Si diamond
structure.

Fig. 4. 30 × 30 × 20 nm3 3D iso-concentration of the Sn (blue) and Si (red)
in the composite layer.

which clearly evidences the embedded Sn-nanocrystals. The
iso-concentration threshold on Sn atoms is 10 %, and the
general analysis follows the methods from Refs. [8], [9]. The
APT analysis suggest that spherical, pure Sn-nanocrystals are
formed in the Si matrix. Moreover, not all the Sn atoms
precipitate to form Sn-nanocrystals and are still diluted in the
Si matrix. Intensity studies of z-contrast STEM indicate that
the composition of Sn-nanocrystals is similar for the other
annealing temperatures.

In conclusion light emission occurs most strongly when the
Sn-nanocrystals have a structure closest to the α-Sn phase.
Based on the current data, we cannot decide the precise nature
of the light emission; it could occur directly from the nanocrys-
tals, but possibly also from point defects on the nanocrystal
interface or in its vicinity. However, the nanocrystals must
play some role in the emission process, as the luminescence
strength correlates with the nanocrystal structure.
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